PROTECT THE WORKING ENVIRONMENT ACT!

A united trade union movement goes against the government's proposed amendments to the Working Environment Act

POLITICAL STRIKE

Wednesday January 28
14.00-16.00

Find the location nearest to you on
www.mittarbeidsliv.no
The Government’s proposed amendments to the Working Environment Act will mean increased uncertainty and a less inclusive workplace. LO, Unio and YS represent 1.5 million workers. We say no to the Government’s proposal:

- Increased use of temporary employment
- Longer workdays
- More compulsory overtime
- Sunday as a working day for more workers

Wednesday 28 January at 14.00 to 16.00 the members of LO, Unio and YS are going on political strike in a political protest against the government’s proposals.

More information about the changes in the Working Environment Act and about the demonstrations on January 28 can be found at www.mittarbeidsliv.no